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Move freely
around your city:
with no congestion
or emissions.

Powerful

motor with 9 kW peak power

Fast

90 km/h limited speed

Long range

127 km WMTC-approved range
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Fun on every
journey
Enjoy every
ride again.
The S02 High
Speed is an
nimble, easily
manoeuvrable
scooter, with the
seat 75 cm above
the ground, making
it easier to drive.
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Alone or in company
Great ergonomics and safety
with the new two-person
comfort seat
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You can buy the standard version of the S02 High Speed
or the version that is supplied connected (coming soon)

Silence
Connected
Everything you need to know
about your S02HS is in the
Silence Connected APP: where
it's parked, the vehicle and
battery status, following a route
and viewing historical usage
charts and statistics on CO2
emission reduction.

With the
Silence APP
you can
do your own
friend-sharing:
sharing your
scooter with
your friends.
Without any
keys, using
a code.
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A new concept
in mobility

quick, easy and comfortable.

Power
Battery
Pack
Trolley-Style

Sustainable Energy

Battery HUB
Charge
at any
power
point
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Battery
exchange
available soon

Find your nearest Silence
Battery Station and
reserve your Battery
Pack, which is available
through the Silence APP.
Come to the Battery
Station, leave your
Battery Pack in an empty
unit and take another one
that is fully charged.
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Fast & Easy

Removal
system

The Silence Battery
Pack's trolley-style Fast
& Easy removal system
is patented in Europe no. 2848456 - and is
unique and one-of-a-kind.

Fast & Easy

Power Battery Pack
Km Range
Battery Pack Usability

L3e
(scooter)
90 km/h
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WMTC-approved

5.6 kWh

The handiest and
easiest solution
for removing and
transporting the battery
to any power point.
Made with aluminium
cooling fins.

Open the seat by using the key or by
pressing both brake levers at the same time.

01

Pull the lever.

02

Remove the Power Battery Pack with the
handle retracted by pulling it out.
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Transport the PBP.

04

Connect the battery to any power point.
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Once charged, unplug it.

06

Transport and insert the PBP into the scooter.

07

Make sure the battery is properly secured.

08

90 km/h
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Features
CBS and Regenerative Brake

The S02HS is equipped with a combined
braking system (CBS): the one on the
left applies the brakes on both wheels
while the one on the right applies the
brake on the front wheel and engages the
regenerative brake, which assists braking
and battery charging.

Driving modes
Reverse gear

Silence scooters are the only ones
to feature a reverse gear, offering full
manoeuvrability. This is activated by
pressing the green button on the left
handlebar.
Once you've tried it, it becomes an
essential driving mode.

Eco e

In ECO mode, the
scooter's speed is limited
to 60 km/h. This allows
you to save money and
relax more as you drive.

City c

The S01 is designed to
be driven in the city,
with the speed limited
to 80 km/h, giving the
vehicle good performance
and more balanced power
consumption.

Sport s

In Sport mode you can
drive at speeds of up
to 90 km/h, providing
increased power and
speed in specific cases
and more regenerative
braking.

The driving modes are selected using the MODE button
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LED lighting and daytime running lights •
3 driving modes and reverse gear •
Large driver and passenger seat •
Extremely lightweight and highly manoeuvrable •

Ergonomics

Digital speedometer •

Two colours available:
Silence green and
anthracite grey

A strong and sturdy vehicle •
A smooth, comfortable drive •

An electric scooter equipped with cutting-edge technology
and designs to suit every user, improving the city driving
experience.
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> 100% electric motor with a lithium-ion battery,
meaning 0 fuel and 0 emissions.

Battery pack owned by you

> LED lights. Ensuring durability and low light
pollution.

Battery

Your deposit for 80% less: €100 of petrol =
€20 of electricity.

> Silence. A noise-free scooter that helps to reduce
noise pollution.

Scooter

Reduces maintenance costs by 30%.
Only the tyres and brakes.

> Versatile range. Our large battery capacity covers
99% of all range needs for use in the city and
for work.

Benefits

> Instant power: It accelerates from 0-50 km/h
in 3.9 seconds.
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Leased battery pack

> A “stress-free” driving experience. Drive without
any of the noise or vibrations you get with fuelbased vehicles.

The vehicle is cheaper to buy without the battery
Available soon

> Outstanding manoeuvrability and stability
thanks to its low centre of gravity.
> Impressive braking. The quality of our braking
system and the motor brake enables a short
braking distance.
> Powerful error monitoring system. Sensors,
detectors and shutdown systems ensure optimal
safety and durability.

Battery

Monthly leasing cost.

Savings

Scooter

Reduces maintenance costs by 30%.
Only the tyres and brakes.
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Technical
characteristics

Limited speed
Weight without batteries
Wheels (front and rear)

105 kg
120/70-13 // 120/70 -14

Brakes (front and rear)

Disc

Brake system

CBS

Suspension

Hydraulics

Dimensions

1971*766*1078 mm

Wheelbase

1,476 mm

Driving modes
Distance between the
seat and ground
Motor

City, Sport, Eco and Reverse Gear
75 cm
7,000 W (9 kW peak power)

Lighting

LED

Features

Regenerative brake

BMS
(Battery monitoring)
IEPS Intelligent Engine
Protection System
Digital speedometer
USB
Charger
Heater
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90 km/h

Controller system: it monitors the cell voltage, the number of battery
charges and discharges and the temperature
Intelligent engine protection system
Speed, SoC (state of charge), km left and temperatures
Dual-input USB charger
Built into the 600 W battery (SCHUKO connection)
Battery pack with 55 W heater (operates with a charger)
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Equipment and
accessories

Storage box

A rear storage box can
be added.

Clothing
T-shirts, gloves, jackets...
the Silence product line in
the flagship stores.

Display

Helmets
Jets, with a Bluetooth
cable and microphone as
optional accessories.
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Flagship
Stores

Silence
retail
outlets
We are working to find partners in every
province:
• So that they can show you the S02 HS
and let you test drive it
• To give you the best service
•T
 o offer you the latest benefits and
promotions
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We make hundreds of
decisions every day.
Some of them only effect
us, but the big ones have
a much wider impact.
We sometimes make these
decisions on an impulse.
The ones where you listen to
your heart, not your head.
When your heart tells
you that you've got it
right, that something is
good, it's worthwhile and
it leads you somewhere
unexpected. To start
something new.
Would you like to make
cities a better place with
Silence?

www.silence.eco

Made in Barcelona

Be yourself, be Silence.

